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It’s not uncommon to see tips to manage your weight or to prevent
weight gain while staying at home during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Gyms are closed, exercise groups are no longer running, and we
are unable to pick up grocery items whenever we want. To help
with this concern, there are copious advertisements online selling
weight loss cures, work outs, and dieting plans to help prevent
that “quarantine 15” or “COVID 19” weight gain. There are memes
online as well poking fun at the situation while the underlying fact
is that there are a great number of people are body-shaming
themselves. There are even suggestions online saying that people
who have more weight are more likely going to experience
complications if they catch the virus (just so you know… there is
NO evidence to support that!). Really… this is a stressful and
uncertain time for all of us. We already have a lot to deal with
emotionally… do we really need to worry about our body size as
well? In particular, this can be an especially challenging time for
those who are struggling with their body image and relationship
with food.

The turbulent situation this virus has brought upon us can easily throw us out of our comfort
zone. For that reason, it is completely understandable that we may turn to comfort foods
now, more than ever. I am writing to those out there to remind you that you are not alone.
The desire to eat for comfort is a perfectly natural response in times of stress. However, with
our diet culture looming in the background telling us it is “wrong” to have that bowl of ice
cream or that we should feel “bad” for eating more carbs than what diet culture deems
appropriate. What are we do?! The following are some tips I have for you when you feel
stuck in this position.

1) Try to remove judgment around your eating behaviours
Remind yourself that it is ok to eat for comfort and there is no need to deprive yourself. When we do deprive ourselves
from food either by outright avoiding these foods or even believing you should not eat these foods, it sets us up to
overeat on them later. It is a normal human reaction when something is scarce and we finally get the opportunity to
have it… we tend to take what we need plus more… since we are never really quite sure when we will have access to
that food again. So instead of depriving yourself, give yourself permission to enjoy what you need right now.
2) Practice self-compassion
Self-compassion is the act of showing that compassion you would give to a friend during a hard time put projecting it
inward. Think of what would you say to a friend who is going through the same situation. It can help to take some time
and connect to your breathing and how your body is feeling. Invite positive emotions in with each breath while saying
positive affirmations to yourself that will provide some comfort. Some examples are:
“I am going through a tough time and I am doing my best and that is ok”
“Thank you body for carrying me though this challenging time”
“My eating habits are a bit different than what they usually are and that is ok. This is not a usual situation for me but
it is not a permanent situation either.”

3) Self-care is important
Comfort eating is a form of self-care and it can help with difficult emotions by distracting yourself and that is ok.
Distraction can be of benefit sometimes because it helps to numb some of those emotions we need to take a step away
from. However, if it is the only tool you use to cope, those emotions can keep coming back and be louder than before.
This is why self-care is important. Self-care can help you to in other ways to cope beyond food. When you are
struggling, it might be helpful to pause and ask yourself, “What is it that I need right now?” Feeling stressed? Are
there any additional tools that can help to relax you such as music, a warm bath, or just curling up with a blanket? Is
there something that you used to enjoy doing but never had the chance to visit in awhile? This may be your chance to
revisit that something! If you struggle with identifying how you are feeling or what to do about those feelings, perhaps
our social worker, Katie Freeman with the North Shore Family Health Team can help you to navigate those emotions.

The good news is that the feeling of discomfort this pandemic can bring also gives us the
opportunity to investigate what you truly need right now for your body and soul. Though the
future is unknown we can still take charge of how we react to our current situation. We are
now granted the opportunity to pause and sit with our feelings, embracing what you are
experiencing in the moment. Don’t beat yourself up. The best thing you can do is to be kind to
yourself. Remember that this situation is not permanent and have faith that you will get
through this.

